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1 - Call to Order 
 
Mayor Morgan called the meeting to order at 5:30. On May 23rd, 2022 
  
 
 
 

2 - Roll Call 
 
Attendance was taken, and those present were Mayor Morgan, Commissioner Walker, Commissioner Marion, 
Commissioner Talbot, Commissioner Oxtoby, City Manager Steve Orr, Assistant City Manager & Finance 
Officer Julie Osteen, City Clerk Pam Waters 
 
 

3 - Budget 2022-2023 Discussion 
- Initial conversation on the Budget  
 
Assistant City Manager & Finance Officer Julie Osteen went over the Budget changes in version #2 of the 
proposed budget for 2022-2023. 
 
The only thing that we haven't seen yet is the BCBS premium increase I have increased this line item by 15% 
to account for an increase.  Nothing in the Revenues changed from the original budget we still have 
900000.00 in current year levy. For a total of 1.4 million in Revenues. There are a couple of items I want to 
bring to you attention 1 is the health insurance and workers comp. As mentioned, I don't have the final 
number for Health Insurance yet. We have final numbers for Workers Compensation premiums. 2nd is the 
State Retirement for non-law enforcement is 12.5% and Law Enforcement is 13.04% these are state 
mandated. Those numbers have been adjusted and are reflected in this budget. 
Nothing else changed in the administration department from Version 1 except I did increase the Professional 
fees. In the event that City Attorney, Jana Berg comes back with a slight increase, she hasn't increased our 
fees in three years. Commissioner Marion asked if we changed the way we were paying her Julie replied that 
we did 2 years ago. I increased the Professional fees by $5,000.00 just in case she does come with a slight 
increase. 
You will see were the increase of the state retirement for police went from 12.04 to 13.04%. 
I did increase the gas line by $8,000.00. With the Gas prices we are between $1,500.00 and $2,000.00 a month 
and not knowing what it could go up to I increased it by the $8,000.00. Commissioner Marion asked if we had 
a fuel tank at the shop Julie answered no., she stated that we do get a discount from Marathon it normally 
averages $5.00 to $15.00 a month for the discounts. Plus, we get a refund from the state depending on the 
gallons but is usually around $250.00 a month. Commissioner Marion asked what the maintenance did for 
diesel. Julie stated that they take can to the store for the smaller equipment and take the big truck to the BP 
and fill it there because of the roof being higher. Commissioner Marion asked City Manager Orr if we have 
thought about getting a Tank. City Manager Orr stated No and with all the things that would have to be done 
and the cost of all the containment system that the City would have to do I wouldn't entertain it.  
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Commissioner Walker stated they do make a doubled wall tank that does meet OSHA regulations. City 
Manager Orr but you would have to build a fence and do all kinds of things to try and make it secure. The 
$8,000.00 is just for police. Public works has their own line item.  
 
Commissioner Marion did you increase public works line also. Julie stated yes, I increased it by $2,500.00.  
 
As we discussed last time the Fire Department has asked for a .05 increase to match what Polk and 
Henderson County are paying them so with the .05 the city would equal the .12 to match the other counties 
which is reflected in this budget. Commissioner Walker asked if they are wanting it to just match the other 
counties or are they wanting to do something. Julie stated that the Fire Department is suppose to come to 
our June meeting to ask for it and talk about what it will be used for. 
 
Nothing changed in the transportation or in the Powell funds.  
 
There are a couple things that need to be brought to your attention. We have gotten the final numbers for 
workers comp. It went up about $2,000.00 from last year to this coming year those numbers are reflected 
based on department. The insurance premium for MIT are accurate. MIT sent a letter saying there is no 
change in their plans for 2022-2023. BCBS hasn't giving anything on 2022-2023 yet maybe by the end of May 
we will have something. I have done an increase in this budget of 15%. Commissioner Marion Did you 
already budget for a 4th police officer and a maintance worker. Julie stated that she had. Commissioner 
Marion are their salaries also included. Julie stated yes, they are but with the police officer it is only for a part 
time position with maintance it is a full-time position. Commissioner Marion so for every month that we don’t 
have these positions we can deduct off. Commissioner Walker on workers comp I don't see it for everybody. 
Like under Administration there is only three entries there. Julie stated that with the way the workers comp 
report is provided it groups all admin Myself, Pam, and Akaisha in one group and like with council there is 
one amount. If you look at last years you will see the cost was $10,643.00 this year it is and this years 
anticipated cost is $12,340.00 so I have based it on what they told me I would be responsible for. That bill 
always comes the 3rd week of July, and we pay that upfront then when they do the audit in September if they 
have over billed us, they will refund that money.  
 
The general liability those numbers are based on what the League anticipates. Those are accurate numbers I 
didn't have those at the last workshop. Last year we were at $15,718.00 and this year they are anticipating 
$24,000.00 one of the increases was the new shop. Plus the USDA items were added to the insurance 
amounts as well. So, when that equipment went online, those are accounted for in this budget.  
 
Commissioner Marion if we lease out the old workshop can that be looked at. City Manager Orr, before we 
can do that, I will have to get with the City Attorney because of the zoning. It would have to be rezoned which 
will be hard to do because it is all residential. Commissioner Marion so it could be possible to rezone as a 
very specific zone. Orr stated possibly but you would have to watch out for spot zoning and that could open 
us up to litigations. Commissioner Marion do we have to maintain ownership or can we sale it. Orr stated that 
we can sale it.  
 
Assistant City Manager & Finance Officer Julie Osteen answered a question that Commissioner Oxtoby had 
asked her at the last workshop to find out the cost of completely redo the tennis courts. Hendersonville redid 
2 tennis courts and it cost them $125,000.00 to resurface and refurbish 2 tennis courts. The town of Fletcher 
also looked at some quotes their cost would be $150,000.00 but they must have some grading done because 
they don’t have tennis courts. Their cost was $130,000.00 with $20,000.00 to grade. So, it looks like 
$125,000.00 to $130,000.00 to redo the tennis courts based on what they have found. Commissioner Oxtoby 
stated that is good information to have. Commissioner Marion is that to take it all the way down Julie stated 
yes. This isn't added to this budget I just found it out Friday. 
 
The rates do reflect the 5% cost of living rate increase for employees. We did 5% not the 5.9% based on 
Federal COLA. You will see I have adjusted the retirement match to match the state mandate, same thing on 
the Police and Water Department. This does include what the Vacation accrual would be. Commissioner 
Marion I would say 5% is actually pretty good. 
 
If you will look at the water/sewer line the only thing that changed about version #1 to version #2 is the state 
retirement, health insurance and workmen's comp and liability insurance is reflected between all these 
departments. Commissioner Marion includes the 5% Julie stated yes. Commissioner Oxtoby asked about the 
cleaning of the bathrooms. Julie stated those are in various places page 3 line 33 this includes city hall, 
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police dept. page 10 line 11 and line 14 for McCreery Park and Pace Park bathrooms. Water / sewer Page 11 
line 18 includes cleaning for when they start cleaning at the Shop. 
 
Commissioner Marion are we still creating accounts for different liabilities that we have that may need to be 
replaced setting up accounts putting money aside. Julie stated that we do that if you look at the police dept. 
and water / sewer dept. you will see the capital outlay number.  In this amount: $15,000.00 goes to the future 
purchase of new vehicles goes in the capital reserve fund and in the water / sewer $20,000.00 of capital 
outlay goes into a capital reserve account which is very specific to what it can be used for.  
 
A discussion ensued and Julie stated that if there was any left-over money that the board could decide to 
designate that money be set aside for future maintenance if the Board so chose.  With the USDA loan they 
have mandated that we put back $28,000.00 for future repairs it’s for short term asset replacement so every 
year as part of my debt service payment in the water / sewer dept. $28,000.00 is going into a cash account 
that according to USDA we can use. We are just mandated to put it in. 
 
If you look on page one this budget anticipates using general fund balance of $30,000.00.  Of this amount 
$24,000.00 is for accrued vacation. Commissioner Oxtoby what is our fund balance now. Julie stated is 
around $980,000.00 so that would drop it to $950,000.00.  We have approximately 59% of fund balance 
available, we are mandated by the state to maintain 8%,  as a board, you elected to keep 24% but we are at 
59% so if we were to us the $30,000.00, we would be a 3% decrease in fund balance. Commissioner Marion 
asked what we had extra in the water/sewer fund.  Julie answered about $6,000.00 in slush fund.  If you look 
on page 12 line 41 is the difference between revenues and all these entries. Commissioner Marion is it safe 
for me to say that there isn't enough revenue coming in to fund itself in the water dept. Julie said that we 
have $6,000 extra, but in order to be able to budget for extra future repairs – the City would have to raise the 
rates. City manager Orr what we are trying to do now is cut down on water purchases that were not getting 
the revenues for. Commissioner Marion I was going to say there is only two things to do either get more 
efficient or charge more. City manager Orr that is why we went for the $160,000.00 to find out where the water 
goes. Julie stated that this budget reflects increased water purchase by $20,000.00 because the AIA grant is 
finding more leaks. We still have some that are in lake summit. City manager Orr the other thing we are going 
to do is a joint adventure with the city of Hendersonville to apply for state money for the regionalization of 
the water system which ultimately would be Hendersonville taking over our water system. That’s about the 
only way to reduce rates is the economy of scale. 
 
Commissioner Marion do they want our sewer system to. City manager Orr, no, nobody wants our sewer 
system. The only thing to do there is for a private contractor to take it and I don't think you want to do that 
you lose that control if you ever do want to develop then you lose that leverage. Commissioner Walker stated 
No, because you will have to pay what they say. Commissioner Marion What about garbage. City Manager 
Orr, no unfortunately we have it in the ordinance that we have to do solid waste we have to honor that.  
 
We are looking at ideas with businesses about getting dumpsters in the historic district. Some must have 
lots of bins because of the ABC license and recycling. This would hopefully also cut down on cost. You 
could just say no more carts in the CH district. You use these dumpsters now and here is where they are. 
There won't be any getting out of it if you’re in-CH district you must use the dumpsters. Had a discussion on 
where CH district was. 
 
Julie stated that if we hadn't added the $20,000.00 to the water purchase then the line 41 would have 
$26,000.00 in it. At this point because we are losing water at a rate of 60% it’s better to be on the conservative 
side and budget for it and maybe get those repairs done and have the money left. Commissioners had a 
discussion on the water loss at Lake Summit. City Manager Orr talked about some of the repairs that have 
taken place over at Lake Summit and what is still to come.  He stated that we have lost a lot of water on the 
10-inch lines on Howard Gap and on Ozone over that interconnect. If we can get those AIA grants and get 
some of that repaired, then those numbers will come down even more. Which in the long run mays it looks 
more attractive for Hendersonville to entertain taking us on. Julie stated that Saluda was down 20% on water 
loss but Lake Summit was up 63%. Overall increase was 40% over the prior year. 
 
The only thing this budget doesn't include as of right now is the $222,000.00 ARP money. We must 
specifically designate how that money is to be spent. That is not reflected here at all. I think we will be 
bringing some suggestions to the board that will be for those monies. We are waiting on some quotes on the 
roof at City Hall. We are waiting to see what those numbers are before we bring to the board. 
I hope by the end of the month to bring you any changes that are left. The BCBS and the ARP money. 
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Commissioner Oxtoby What about the roof at the library. Julie the last quote was like $15,000.00 but we will 
need to get another quote from looking at the ones that are coming in on the City Hall quotes. 
Benton and Baker are the ones that gave use quotes on City Hall. 
 
Commissioner Oxtoby is that the only option we have with the roof can we change it. Hendersonville put a 
metal roof on one of their buildings. City manager Orr no it is rotten we must replace it. Commissioner 
Marion Was it not replaced in the renovations. City manager Orr No they didn't touch it. Assistant City 
Manager & Finance Officer Julie Osteen it’s like with the library with it being a historic building we must 
preserve the way it is. Commissioner Oxtoby could you do a standing seam roof. City manager Orr they do 
have a pitch to them, and you could do a standing seam roof, but you would still have to do something with 
the water you would have to do something with the parapet wall. So that’s just more money. The roof that is 
on now is slats with tar and stuff throw on top of that and then they came back and put insulation then more 
tar than the insulation gets moisture that's why it is rotten now.  
 
Commissioner Marion would you ever consider selling it and move to a different location. City manager Orr I 
would be for it I think we have an asset that’s not giving us any return because it could be on the tax roll. You 
could have apartments upstairs and business downstairs That would put it on the tax rolls. Commissioner 
Marion you know where I think would be a good place is the apple mill where the medical center is. 
Commissioner Talbot I would want City Hall closer to town. City manager Orr stated that the best spot would 
be the senior center. Commissioner Marion would you be open for me to stick my nose out and see who 
makes the decisions for the senior center and see if they are interested in a conversation. All agreed a 
conversation is not a problem. Mayor Morgan is there any grants to apply for to help with repairs because 
they are historic buildings. City manager Orr No Were not changing or restoring. Commissioner Talbot that is 
why it cost so much to repair because you have to keep the façade the same.  
 
Commissioner Marion asked what is our responsibility when it comes to buildings facing main street that 
could be a public hazard are maintained. City manager Orr we have our ordinances that they are maintained, 
for me to go down and tell Ellie that her façade is falling we would have to get an engineer report. We don't 
have a building code that would be Polk County. So, you would need to ask Polk County to see if there is a 
problem with this building and state that they think it is structurally unsafe.  The county would have to 
inspect it. That’s how you would go about if someone wanted to file a complaint. There are multiple buildings 
where the façade appears that there is no mortar and look like they could fall. Mayor Morgan Don Mintz came 
and fixed our building. 
 
Assistant City Manager & Finance Officer Julie Osteen the next step on the budget is for me to get the last bit 
of information on the insurance premiums and then bring the suggestions on the ARP money. City Manager 
Orr, it won't be beneath me to go sit down in Marche's Office and ask for help with the roof for the Library. It 
is a Polk County library but we own the building. But that doesn't mean I won't go and talk to him. 
 
 

4 - Adjourn 
 
With no further business to discuss, Commissioner Walker made a motion to adjourn the meeting. 
Commissioner Oxtoby seconded, and all were in favor. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:34 pm May 23rd, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by Pamela S Waters, City Clerk. Adopted this 13th day of June, 2022. 
 
 

__________________________    ___________________________  
 Tangie Morgan, Mayor    Pamela S Waters, City Clerk  
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